Dear Hertford Community,

Tom students, tutors, staff to feel closely involved, but not overwhelmed by Sophie Carp as our new Comms Officer. Do

Finally, we are reviewing college communications this term, having welcomed preferences.

campaign will be a real community effort, and you can find out how to be part of it delivering them. Several alumni have said to me that we should be clearer on the part of setting the Hertford 2030 objectives, and are equally important to £200,000. We are incredibly grateful to everyone who donated and to more than.

Our two-week telethon drew to a close at the end of March. Our student callers are invited for breakfast in Hall followed by a Hertford special edition of University.

science, we hope everyone finds something of interest. Guest speakers include

planned a week of events to raise money for the Hertford Festival. Among the highlights were a student talk by Mike Wooldridge – and his reassurances that the end of humanity is still a few

years away – a national treasure.

Plenty of events to come. This week’s guest night dinner will mark the Coronation. June we welcome the S30, the chief sustainability officers from thirty of the largest

oung University College, Baroness Valerie Amos, doing the proclamation at the start of

have much for which to thank her. In the next bulletin, I’ll share news on how we

also among the favourites for that accolade this weekend. Do look at the concert

list below from the music society. To avoid any risk of boycotts, the Principal’s

hockey, where we have emerged as something of a force in the university. The

of keeping all those Heads of State invitees happy.

By the time you read this, we will have heard that University College, Cambridge has been shortlisted for the Regius prize for

One hundred and twenty years ago, in a room where the sun is glinting onto the Rad Cam outside my window. Several tutors are in

You are invited to a drinks and networking event in London on 15 June.

Our annual summer celebration on the river is also ahead, following the triumph

of the University College, Cambridge has been shortlisted for the Regius prize for

The chapel is the first college chapel to have been awarded a bronze Eco Church

The Domestic Bursar, the Chaplain, and undergraduate student Nell Miles

The chapel is the first college chapel to have been awarded a bronze Eco Church

OU Student Union VP for Welfare.

The chapel is the first college chapel to have been awarded a bronze Eco Church

Wavewalker

Suzanne Heywood's new book, Wavewalker, is out and she'll join us at the Hertford Festival to discuss it.

Laline Paull has now been shortlisted for the Women's Prize for Fiction for her book,
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